You’ve Attended the NCA, Now What?
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Today’s Agenda

• A look at your accomplishments

• Beyond the NCA project overview

• Next steps
A Look at Your Accomplishments

**Community Assessment**
1. Define & Describe the Community
2. Collect Needs & Resource Data
3. Conduct a Problem Analysis for each substance
4. Create a Logic Model for each substance
5. Update community assessment as needed

**Build Coalition Capacity**
1. Build Coalition Membership
2. Develop Coalition Structure
3. Cultivate Leadership
4. Identify training opportunities

**Evaluation**
1. Confirm Data on the Logic Model
2. Document Your Coalitions’ Work
3. Tell Your Coalition’s Story
4. Develop data collection plan

**Strategic & Action Planning**
1. Create a Vision & Mission
2. Write “SMART” Objectives
3. Plan Comprehensive Strategies for prioritized local conditions(s)
4. Develop Action Plans for each substance’s prioritized local conditions and strategies

**Implementation**
1. Prioritize Strategies and Action Plans
2. Obtain Resources
3. Implement Action Plans
4. Ensure Implementation Fidelity

**Sustainability**
1. Engage Volunteers and Partners
2. Build a Credible Process
3. Ensure Relevancy
4. Create a Sustainability Plan

**Cultural Competence**
1. Commit to Cultural Competence
2. Identify Culture & Diversity in the Community
3. Build Cultural Competence Throughout the SPF
4. Recruit members to represent the culture and diversity in the community
A Look at Your Accomplishments

Product Development:

- Community Assessment
- Logic Model
- Strategic & Action Plan
- Evaluation & Evaluation Communication Plan
- Sustainability Plan
A Look at Your Accomplishments

Training Transfer

Member Recruitment

Data Collection

Advocating for Change

Coalition Structure
A Look at Your Accomplishments

What was your biggest accomplishment throughout your NCA Experience?
Now that you’ve graduated... what’s next??

Source: https://www.uvmhealth.org/coronavirus/staying-healthy/missed-milestones
The “Beyond the NCA” Project

Offered to 2021 NCA graduates
Voluntary program offered only to coalitions who graduated at the 2021 National Forum

Free Support!
Free-of-charge to coalitions

One-on-One Coaching Support
Support in applying lessons of the NCA to the day-to-day work of the coalition
So What’s the Catch??

Some Expectations…

- Time commitment
- Regular, ongoing contact
- Identifying coalition goals
- Commitment to the work
- Got Outcomes application

Source: https://memegenerator.net/instance/81789671/skeptical-baby-whaa-that-sounds-awesome-whats-the-catch
How the Project Works

Details of Beyond the NCA

- Self-assessment and setting goals
- Zoom coaching meetings
- Got Outcomes support
- Ongoing support throughout the month, as needed
- Track progress over time to meet your goals
The Benefits of Coaching

✓ Objective Perspective
✓ Creates Accountability
✓ Overcome Obstacles
✓ Stay Motivated
Getting Started...Next Steps

➢ Registration Link

➢ Milestones Assessment – fill out electronically and ID areas for improvement

➢ Identify 1 or 2 SMART goals for the project

➢ Coaches will reach out to you to schedule an initial meeting
Poll

Are you interested in participating in the Beyond the NCA project?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Unsure at this time
Coalition Development Support (CDS)
TEAM

Dave Shavel
Kim Linkel
Rick Collins
Danielle Moni-Zoobo
Jesus Rodriguez
Joy Sweeney
You’ve got questions?
We’ve got answers!
Q & A Time
Thank You!

Questions? Contact your CDS team!

Rick Collins – rcollins@cadca.org
Kim Linkel – klinkel@cadca.org
Dave Shavel – dshavel@cadca.org
Jesus Rodriguez – jrodriguez@cadca.org
Danielle Moni-Zoobo - dmonizoobo@cadca.org
Joy Sweeney – jsweeney@cadca.org
Stay Connected!

Facebook.com/CADCA
Twitter.com/CADCA
Instagram.com/CADCACoalitions
YouTube.com/CADCAorg
LinkedIn.com/company/CADCA
Community.cadca.org